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The O’Doherty et al. and McClure et al. studies take
as their starting point the finding that midbrain dopamine
cells show stimulus-locked phasic bursts in activity thatPrinciples of Pleasure Prediction:
become modulated as a function of learning (Figure 1).Specifying the Neural Dynamics Specifically, in one set of conditioning studies (Ljung-
berg et al., 1992; Schultz et al., 1993), monkeys wereof Human Reward Learning
given a cue (the conditioned stimulus or “CS”) that
was reliably followed by a few drops of palatable fruit
juice (the unconditioned stimulus or “US”). Initially, do-
Accumulating evidence from nonhuman primates sug- pamine cells responded with phasically increased activ-
gests that midbrain dopamine cells code reward pre- ity when the US was given. Over time, the monkeys
diction errors and that this signal subserves reward apparently learned to expect the US following the CS.
learning in dopamine-receiving brain structures. In this The burst of activity shifted backward in time, so that
issue of Neuron, McClure et al. and O’Doherty et al. use phasic dopamine responses occurred when the CS
event-related fMRI to provide some of the strongest was presented but not when the US was subsequently
evidence to date that the reward prediction error given as expected. Finally, in trials where the US was
model of dopamine system activity applies equally well unexpectedly omitted, the dopamine cell activity tran-
to human reward learning. siently depressed at the expected time of US delivery.
These results have been interpreted as suggesting that
The smell of fresh coffee brewing in the morning, the dopamine cells code a reward prediction error signal,
sight of a bright red lobster on the dinner plate, the in which phasic activity bursts signal a discrepancy be-
touch of a lover’s lips before a kiss—all of these sensory tween actual and expected future rewards. Importantly,
signals provide information to our nervous system that this error signal may serve as a direct trigger for learning
associations to reward-predicting cues. Dopamine cellsa rewarding experience is soon forthcoming. By learning
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Figure 1. Neural Structures and Activity Dy-
namics in Reward Learning
Dopamine cells in the monkey midbrain re-
spond with a burst of activity to unexpected
reward (green). After pairing with a CS, cells
begin to respond to both the CS and subse-
quent reward R (gold). After training, cells re-
spond only to the reward R (purple). If reward
is unexpectedly delayed, the cells depress at
the time of expected reward but burst later
when reward is actually delivered (red). The
McClure et al. and O’Doherty et al. studies
found corresponding response properties in
reward-related areas of the human brain, es-
pecially the putamen (dark blue) and OFC
(light blue). After Schultz, 1998; Ljungberg et
al., 1992; Hollerman and Schultz, 1998.
project to a number of different brain sites thought to dynamics that were predicted to occur across trials with
increased learning regarding the CS-US relationship.be important for reward learning, such as the striatum
and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Moreover, dopamine re- The primate work and TD model provided a clear set of
predictions (see Figure 1): (1) in the initial phases oflease has been found to be a key factor modulating
synaptic plasticity (i.e., the neural expression of learning) learning, transient activation increases should occur at
the time of reward delivery, but in later phases, theat these sites (Reynolds et al., 2001). Finally, the reward
prediction error hypothesis of dopamine activity fits activation increase should shift to the time of the CS;
and (2) unexpectedly delayed (or omitted) rewardsstrikingly well with previously developed formal models
of reinforcement learning. In particular, one such learn- should produce a transient decrease in activity at the
expected time of reward delivery (negative predictioning algorithm, known as temporal differences (TD),
makes use of phasic prediction error signals that shift error) but a transient increase in activity when the unex-
pected reward is actually delivered (positive predictionin time across learning. Simulation studies have shown
that the temporal behavioral of the TD error signal cap- error). A whole-brain search for regions that fit these
particular patterns of activity dynamics identified thetures well the observed response profile of dopamine
neurons during certain conditioning paradigms (Schultz putamen (part of the striatum; both studies) and OFC
(O’Doherty et al., 2003), confirming the central role ofet al., 1997). The putative link between formal learning
theory and physiological mechanisms has provided a these dopaminergic-target structures in reward predic-
tion learning. In addition, a strong feature of the O’Doh-more precise and quantitative basis on which to gener-
ate new reward-learning experiments and evaluate their erty experimental analysis was its direct utilization of
the TD learning model to derive predictions regardingresults.
The McClure et al. and O’Doherty et al. studies applied the temporal dynamics of reward-related brain activity
and the shift in these dynamics with learning. Conse-the clear experimental predictions derived from the pri-
mate work and the TD learning model to the examination quently, the O’Doherty study afforded a degree of rigor
and quantitive precision to the evaluation of resultsof human reward learning. The primary question motiva-
ting both studies is to what extent is the neural system which is a level above that typically achieved in neuro-
imaging studies. More generally, the approach of usingfor reward learning in humans similar to that of the mon-
key? Event-related functional magnetic resonance im- computational models to generate regressors for neu-
roimaging data analysis seems especially promising, inaging (fMRI) was used to indirectly measure brain activ-
ity to reward-related signals via monitoring of blood terms of fostering greater interaction between theoreti-
cal, computational modeling, and experimental neuro-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) hemodynamic re-
sponses. A key feature of both studies was that human imaging studies.
The McClure et al. and O’Doherty et al. studies shouldparticipants were tested in the identical types of condi-
tioning paradigms used in the primate dopamine stud- pave the way for a tighter integration and convergence
between human and animal studies of reward condition-ies—passive (i.e., classical) conditioning procedures
were applied with the same types of precisely timed ing, by establishing that comparable neural activity dy-
namics can be observed in humans and animals whenjuice rewards preceded by neutral visual cues. The Mc-
Clure et al. study focused on the neural response to exposed to the identical experimental paradigms. Thus,
future studies can capitalize on the expected parallelismprediction errors caused by unexpected delays in the
reward (e.g., 10 s after the cue instead of the expected between animal and human experimental models, by
exploiting new discoveries in one model system to drive6 s). The O’Doherty et al. study included both omitted
and unexpected rewards (occurring after CS-neutral further experimentation in the other. For example, a very
recent report suggests that primate dopamine cells cancues) but primarily focused on the shift in neural activity
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McClure, S.M., Berns, G.S., and Montague, P.R. (2003). Neuron 38,cause fMRI methodology easily provides information
this issue, 339–346.
about whole-brain activity, new reward-related brain ar-
Montague, P., and Berns, G. (2002). Neuron 36, 265–284.eas might be discovered, and interactions among com-
O’Doherty, J.P., Deichmann, R., Critchley, H.D., and Dolan, R.J.ponents of the reward network can be examined. In turn,
(2002). Neuron 33, 815–826.
these sorts of discoveries might provide the impetus for
O’Doherty, J.P., Dayan, P., Friston, K., Critchley, H., and Dolan, R.J.
new animal studies by guiding the search for new brain (2003). Neuron 38, this issue, 329–337.
regions to monitor with single-cell recordings (poten-
Reynolds, J.N., Hyland, B.I., and Wickens, J.R. (2001). Nature 413,
tially under conditions where dopamine activity is simul- 67–70.
taneously assessed). In terms of broader implications, Schultz, W. (1998). J. Neurophysiol. 80, 1–27.
the work discussed here might be fruitfully applied to- Schultz, W., Apicella, P., and Ljungberg, T. (1993). J. Neurosci. 13,
ward an understanding of the neural basis of normal 900–913.
individual differences (e.g., personality traits) and pa- Schultz, W., Dayan, P., and Montague, P.R. (1997). Science 275,
thologies of reward learning (e.g., gambling and addic- 1593–1599.
tion), as these areas of study are still in their infancy
(Breiter et al., 1997; Montague and Berns, 2002). For
example, the selective probes of human reward condi-
tioning developed in the McClure et al. and Doherty et
al. studies might enable more precise quantification of
abnormalities in the dynamic response profiles of differ-
ent reward-related brain structures during conditioning.
The findings of McClure et al. and O’Doherty et al.
also have implications for more theoretically oriented
issues related to reward learning. Both studies exam-
ined classical (passive) rather than instrumental (re-
sponse contingent) conditioning. Accumulating evi-
dence suggests that the two forms of conditioning
involve distinct mechanisms and potentially rely on non-
overlapping neural substrates (Dayan and Balleine,
2002), yet this hypothesis has not been directly tested
in humans. Likewise, alternative models to that of TD
learning may provide a better account of dopamine sys-
tem activity dynamics, including structures afferent to
dopamine cells, particularly under conditions of prema-
ture rather than late reward delivery (Brown et al., 1999).
Human imaging studies of such conditions could pro-
vide an important source of data to adjudicate between
competing models. Regardless of the outcome of such
future studies, the O’Doherty et al. and McClure et al.
studies have raised the bar for the study of human re-
ward processing by demonstrating how animal neuro-
physiological data and computational learning theory
can be jointly exploited to probe reward-related brain
structures in a more quantitatively and temporally pre-
cise manner.
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